PAGE 2. THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSES, ADDRESSES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RESEND THIS MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS. ACTIVITIES OR ELEMENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED THE RESENDMENT SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJECT: CHANGE TO TS 59-1923-243-2-2 URGENT DTD 31 AUG 79. A. CHANGE NO. 1 TO ABOVE DTD 17 SEP 79.
B. CHANGE NO. 2 TO ABOVE DTD 26 SEP 79.

SINCE TARS REB TO ANLB IN THE LEAD-TIME IN SUPPLIYING SHAFTS, THE FOLLOWING APPLICABLE:
A. ALL AH-1 A-7 IN AH-1 AS A RED X STATUS, UNLESS SHORT
SHAT WAS INSPECTED AND LUBRIFIED WITH SINTEC 392-225-120.
B. ALL OTHER UH-1H/AH-1Aborn VEHICLES HAVE UNTIL 12 DEC 79 TO COMPLY WITH INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS OF REF A, B, AND C.

PAGE 3. THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSES, ADDRESSES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RESEND THIS MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS. ACTIVITIES OR ELEMENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED THE RESENDMENT SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJECT: CHANGE TO TS 59-1923-243-2-2 URGENT DTD 31 AUG 79.
A. CHANGE NO. 1 TO ABOVE DTD 17 SEP 79.
B. CHANGE NO. 2 TO ABOVE DTD 26 SEP 79.

SINCE TARS REB TO ANLB IN THE LEAD-TIME IN SUPPLIYING SHAFTS, THE FOLLOWING APPLICABLE:
A. ALL AH-1 A-7 IN AH-1 AS A RED X STATUS, UNLESS SHORT SHAFT WAS INSPECTED AND LUBRIFIED WITH SINTEC 392-225-120.
B. ALL OTHER UH-1H/AH-1Aborn VEHICLES HAVE UNTIL 12 DEC 79 TO COMPLY WITH INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS OF REF A, B, AND C.
UNIT IS MAY REPACK WITH ANDEROL-L-786 NSN 9150-00-926-1969
IF SYN-TECH 3913-G1 NSN 9150-00-566-8497 IS NOT AVAILABLE
DRIVE SHAFT PREVIOUSLY MODIFIED BY REPACKING WITH SYN-TECH
GREASE SHALL NOT BE REPACKED WITH ANDEROL, DRIVE SHAFTS
REPACKED WITH ANDEROL SHALL NOT BE REIDENTIFIED TO
P/N 205-040-004-21 NSN 1615-01-014-60051. REPACK OF SYN-TECH
GREASE WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY 31 JAN 80.
2. THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE IN EFFECT:
   a. REFERENCE AT PAGE 3, PARAGRAPH 6A, ADD:
      TM 55-1520-210-23P1
   b. PAGE 6; PARAGRAPH 9F(2) ADD: IF DATA PLATE IS MISSING,
      STENCIL PART NUMBER ON CENTER SHAFT WITH RED PAINT
   c. PAGE 6; PARAGRAPH 9F(5) CHANGE SENTENCE TO READ:
      (5) P/N 205-040-004-21 (NSN 1615-01-014-60051) IDENTIFIES
      THE SHAFT AS BEING LUBRICATED WITH SYN-TECH 3913-G1.
3. INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS/FMS RECIPIENTS DESIRING CLARIFICATION
   OF THIS MESSAGE SHOULD CONTACT CW 3 R. BROOK WATKINS, USATSCARCOM,
   DRSTS-10(2); AUTOVON 693-0286 OR COMMERCIAL 314-263-0286.
4. IF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION OF THIS MESSAGE
   IS REQUIRED CONTACT MR. DICK MOODY, USATSCARCOM, DRSTS-MEA(2).
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